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This paper reports the results of processes resulting in D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission when a single
rovibrational level of the E0g

+ state is prepared. Our study reveals that two kinds of processes
populate the D0u

+ state; which one occurs depends on the experimental conditions. One process
involves amplified spontaneous emission from the E0g

+ state. The other is collision-induced energy
transfer in self-quenching. We distinguish these two processes from the time profiles of fluorescence
signals. These processes give completely different vibrational distributions in the D0u

+ state from a
given rovibrational level of the E0g

+ state. The discrepancy between our results and previous results
for the E0g

+→D0u
+ relaxation is briefly discussed. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.

�DOI: 10.1063/1.2898881�

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular iodine has a series of excited states that are
correlated with the atomic ions I−�1S�+I+�3P , 1D , and 1S� at
the dissociation limit.1 Enormous effort has been made to
understand their electronic structures in conjunction with the
development of laser excitation techniques, and a great vol-
ume of spectroscopic data exists in the literature.2–5 Under
this situation, there has been renewed interest in these ex-
cited states due to the possibility that could be used to pro-
vide a benchmark for studies on inelastic collisions of elec-
tronic energy transfer.

The lowest dissociation limit of I−�1S�+I+�3P2� gives six
ion-pair states lying �41 000 cm−1 above the X 1�g

+ ground
state. They are usually designated, in the order of increasing
energy, as D�2g, �1g, D0u

+, E0g
+, �1u, and �2u using the tra-

ditional labeling and Hund’s case �c� notation. The ion-pair
states have strongly bonded potential curves, which are char-
acterized by very similar, but not exactly equal, equilibrium
distances and spectroscopic constants. Recent studies estab-
lished excitation schemes for attaining these states for vari-
ous symmetries by using optical-optical double
resonance.6–10 This technique facilitates the study of the ef-
ficiency and selectivity of energy transfer between these
states, in terms of symmetries, Franck–Condon factors, en-
ergy matching, etc., by collecting emissions to the lower ly-
ing valence states. One of the problems that has arisen from
these results is the marked difference in the energy transfer
rate constants reported for the E0g

+→D0u
+ collision-induced

nonadiabatic transition.
The E0g

+→D0u
+ relaxation process in collision with I2�X�

was first analyzed by Ubachs et al.11 from a spectroscopic
viewpoint. From the D0u

+-X 1�g
+ fluorescence observed after

excitation to the E0g
+ v=8 state, the D0u

+ state was found to
have quite a narrow population distribution, principally gov-

erned by vibrational energy transfer to I2�X�. Teule et al.12 in
the same group extended the initial excitation of the E0g

+

state to vE=8–23. With this increase in the vibrational en-
ergy of the E0g

+ state, the vibrational distribution of the D0u
+

state changed to that governed by the minimum energy trans-
fer, similar to those found in collisions with Ar, N2, and O2.
On the other hand, for the excitation of vE=1, Inard et al.13

found the strong rotational propensity rule �J= �1 in the
E0g

+→D0u
+ relaxation and the vibrational propensity gov-

erned by the vibrational excitation of the X 1�g
+ state, similar

to that found for the vE=8 state.
The rate constant of the E0g

+→D0u
+ collision-induced en-

ergy transfer by I2�X� was measured by Akopyan et al.14 at
the excitation of vE=47–58. This experiment was recently
extended to the lower vibrational states vE=8–23 by
Bibinov et al.15 in the same group. The total rate con-
stants were found to vary between 7�10−10 and
80�10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 and exhibited sharp maxima
as a function of vE, as summarized in their recent review.16

The hard-sphere collision cross section at the maxima
reached the huge value of 3300 Å2, which is approximately
40 times larger than the gas-kinetic cross section. An
“approach-induced” model was then proposed to interpret
the large cross section for collision partners with permanent
or transition electrostatic moments under the quasi-resonant
condition, i.e., that the energy gap between the initial and
final states does not exceed 25 cm−1. On the other hand,
Fecko et al.17 reported the corresponding rate constant at
vE=0 as k=4.0�10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, which is an order
of magnitude smaller than the extrapolated value from the
approach-induced model.16 At the same time, with an in-
crease in the I2 pressure, they observed the occurrence of an
extraordinary strong D0u

+-X 1�g
+ emission whose vibrational

distribution was very different from that observed in
collision-induced relaxation, but the generation mechanism
of strong D0u

+-X 1�g
+ emission was unsettled. Recently, Ale-

kseev et al.18 reported evidence for amplified spontaneous
a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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emission �ASE� between the E0g
+ and D0u

+ states when the
E0g

+ state is populated by optical-optical double resonance.
They attributed it to the process for sufficiently populating
the D0u

+ state to enable the strong D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission ob-
served by Fecko et al.17 Ridley et al.19 in the same group
used this effect to populate the D0u

+ state and analyzed the
shallow 0g

+ state correlating to I�2P1/2�+I�2P1/2� from the dis-
persed emission spectra.

Recently, we commenced a program of study with the
aim of understanding the radiative and collisional relaxation
of the E0g

+ state and to resolve the problems encountered in
interpreting earlier experimental results. The first problem to
be addressed concerns the processes that give rise to the
D0u

+-X 1�g
+ emission when a single rovibrational level of the

E0g
+ state is prepared. Our study reveals that two kinds of

processes populate the D0u
+ state. Which one occurs depends

on the experimental conditions. One is the process involving
amplified spontaneous emission from the E0g

+ state, which
was proposed by Alekseev et al.18 The other is collision-
induced energy transfer in self-quenching, which was studied
by Fecko et al.17 We distinguish these two processes from
the time profiles of fluorescence signals. These processes
give completely different vibrational distributions in
the D0u

+ state from a given rovibrational level of
the E0g

+ state. Furthermore, the time profiles of fluorescence
signals denote the self-quenching rate constant of
�8.8�0.7��10−10 cm3 molecules−1 s−1 in the E0g

+ v=0 state,
which is more than an order of magnitude larger than that
observed for the collision-induced energy transfer that gives
the D0u

+ state.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed in a pump and probe
system, which was described in a previous publication by
Nakano et al.4 Briefly, two dye lasers were pumped by the
divided outputs of a Q-switched Nd3+ doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet laser and they were used as excitation sources to
prepare I2 in a single rovibrational level of the E0g

+ state. One
dye laser was operated at �550 nm to excite the
B 3��0u

+�-X 1�g
+ transition. After a suitable delay, the other

dye laser excited a fraction of the B 3��0u
+� state population

to the E0g
+ state using the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� transition at

�425 nm. Each laser pulse had a 7 ns temporal width and a
spectral resolution of 0.2 cm−1. The time delay between two
laser pulses was adjusted to be 20 ns using an optical delay
line, so as to prevent temporal overlap of pump and probe
laser pulses. The I2 cell was a quartz tube with parallel win-
dows and a side window at the center of cell. The length of
the cell was typically 10 cm. The beam diameter of the pump
laser was expanded to 5 mm using a telescope, and that of
the probe laser was typically 3 mm.

Double resonance excitation of I2 resulted in intense
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� emission with some associated band systems.

The emission spectra were observed through a 30 cm mono-
chromator �MS257, Oriel Instruments� equipped with a
2400 grooves /mm grating. Two spatial arrangements of the
pump and probe lasers beams were used to excite I2. In one,
the two laser beams passed through the sample cell by inter-

secting at angle of 30° in front of the monochromator slit. In
the other, the beams were coaxially collimated along the slit.
In each case, the emissions were detected through the side
window in the direction perpendicular to the laser beams.
The ASE measurements were performed by detecting the
backward emission along the axis of the coaxially aligned
laser beams. The signals from a photomultiplier were pro-
cessed by a boxcar and stored on a personal computer.

After passing through the monochromator, the transient
signals of ultraviolet emission were detected using a fast
photomultiplier tube with a rise time of 0.8 ns. The photo-
multiplier signals were stored and averaged using a digital
oscilloscope to eliminate the shot-to-shot variation of fluo-
rescence intensities.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Excitation to the E0g
+ ion-pair state

Following the optical selection rules for single-photon
transitions, the E0g

+ ion-pair state is accessible from the
X 1�g

+ ground state in the �1+1� photoexcitation sequence,

E0g
+ ←

h	2

B 3��0u
+� ←

h	1

X 1�g
+.

In this stepwise process, the intermediate B 3��0u
+� state

compromises the large Franck–Condon shift required for the
transition between the E0g

+ and X 1�g
+ states. Since the exci-

tation efficiency is dominated by the Franck–Condon factors
of two transition components, we selected and used the v
=20–32 vibrational levels of the B 3��0u

+� state to access the
lower vibrational levels of the E0g

+ state. The excitation to
the E0g

+ state was easily identified by the strong emission
radiating back to the B 3��0u

+� state at around 425 nm. The
excitation schemes were then assigned from the pump and
probe laser frequencies by referring to a spectral atlas calcu-
lated from the known spectroscopic constants of the elec-
tronic states involved in the transitions.

Apart from the E0g
+-B 3��0u

+� emission, three emission
systems have been observed with appreciable intensities in
the 300–350 nm range �for example, see Fig. 2 in Ref. 17�.
One is the broad band system at �347 nm, which is assigned
to the E0g

+-B� 1�u�1u� transition. Another is the discrete band
at �335 nm assigned to the E0g

+-A 3��1u� transition. They
have the upper state in common with the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� tran-

sition. Due to the �
=0 propensity rule for the charge-
transfer transitions, the intensities of these two perpendicular
�
= �1 transitions were about by two orders of magnitude
weaker than that of the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� transition. The other is

the discrete emission lying in the range of 300–330 nm,
which is attributed to the D0u

+-X 1�g
+ transition under study.

Two emission spectra exhibiting different vibrational distri-
butions were found to occur in this system depending on the
experimental conditions.

Figure 1 shows examples of the D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission ob-
served at the excitation to the E0g

+ v=0 and J=55 state. They
were recorded at an I2 pressure of 0.173 Torr. The output of
the dye laser was 1 mJ/pulse for the pump laser and
0.3 mJ/pulse for the probe laser. Spectrum �a� has features
indicating broader vibrational distribution in the D0u

+ state.

164320-2 Nakano et al. J. Chem. Phys. 128, 164320 �2008�



The integrated emission intensity is about half of those ob-
served in the perpendicular transitions from the E0g

+ state. To
obtain this spectrum, we intersected two laser pulses at an
angle of approximately 30° in front of the monochromator
slit and tried to minimize the length of the overlap region
between the two laser beams. On the other hand, spectrum
�b� has a simple structure, which is attributed to the emission
mostly from the D0u

+ v=0 state. It was recorded by coaxially
aligning two laser beams and overlapping them in front of
the monochromator slit without changing the other condi-
tions that were used to take spectrum �a�, including the ex-
citation scheme, laser power, and time delay between laser
pulses. The D0u

+-X 1�g
+ emission in spectrum �b� is dramati-

cally more intense than in spectrum �a�, and its intensity is
similar to that of the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� emission. This increase

of the emission intensity by two orders of magnitude cannot
be attributed to the influence of the effective volume in ex-
citing I2. The different vibrational distributions between
spectra �a� and �b� indicate that the D0u

+ state was populated
by different mechanisms through the E0g

+ state in these spec-
tra.

Fecko et al.17 reported a spectrum similar to spectrum
�a� at 40 mTorr of I2 using the same technique. They as-
cribed it to the emission from the D0u

+ state arising from the
E0g

+ state by the energy transfer in collision with I2�X�. Fur-
thermore, when the I2 pressure is increased from
40 to 160 mTorr, the D→X /E→A integrated intensity ratio
increased 75-fold with a fourfold increase in pressure. At the
same time, the spectrum features change to that shown in
spectrum �b�. They proposed a mechanism in terms of the
collision-induced processes to explain these spectral
changes. However, we found that the spectral features and
intensities depend only on the spatial arrangement of the two
laser pulses in exciting I2, and not on the I2 sample pressure,
which obviously conflicts with the collision-induced mecha-
nism. Recently, Alekseev et al.18 suggested that spectrum �b�
is caused by E0g

+→D0u
+ radiative relaxation by ASE and not

by a collision-induced mechanism. We can distinguish the
processes responsible for spectra �a� and �b� by using the
time profiles of the emission intensities by employing shorter
laser pulses and a fast-response photomultiplier, as described
below.

FIG. 2. The time profiles of emission intensities observed in the
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� and D0u

+-X 1�g
+ system, showing the D0u

+ state populated by
collision-induced energy transfer from the E0g

+ state. Waveform �a� is the
profile of the probe laser pulse. Waveform �b� was detected at 424.6 nm
using the �0–19� band of the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� system with a spectral slit width

of 0.15 nm. Waveform �c� was detected at 325.0 nm for the D0u
+-X 1�g

+

system with a spectral slit width of 0.5 nm. In obtaining waveforms �b� and
�c�, the pump and probe laser beams were intersected at an angle of 30° in
front of the monochromator slit and the emission was viewed perpendicular
to the plane of the laser beams. The I2 sample pressure was 0.173 Torr.

FIG. 1. The two types of emission spectra that were observed from the D0u
+

state, when the E0g
+ v=0 and J=55 state was populated by the excitation

scheme

E0g
+ ←

h	2

�0–20�P56

B 3��0u
+� ←

h	1

�20–0�R55

X 1�g
+,

where h	1=17 858.7 cm−1 and h	2=23 442.9 cm−1. Spectrum �a� was re-
corded by intersecting the pump and probe laser beams at an angle of 30° in
front of the monochromator slit in exciting I2. The emission was viewed
perpendicular to the plane of the laser beams. On the other hand, spectrum
�b� was recorded by coaxially aligning the pump and probe laser and by
passing the laser beams along the monochromator slit. The output of the dye
laser is 1 mJ /pulse for the pump laser beam and 0.3 mJ /pulse for the probe
laser beam. The spectral slit width of the monochromator was 0.30 nm for
spectrum �a� and 0.15 nm for spectrum �b�. The I2 sample pressure was
0.173 Torr.

164320-3 UV emission of I2 from the ion-pair state J. Chem. Phys. 128, 164320 �2008�



B. Time profiles of the emission intensities

Figures 2 and 3 show the time profiles of emission in-
tensities observed in the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� and D0u

+-X 1�g
+ tran-

sitions under the same conditions that we recorded, spectra
�a� and �b� shown in Fig. 1, respectively. In these figures, the
delay time of t=0 is defined as when the probe laser intensity
is a maximum.

Figure 2 shows the results, which were recorded by in-
tersecting the pump and probe laser beams by 30° to mini-
mize the length of the overlapping region. Waveform �b�
observed for the E0g

+ state was interpreted by the kinetic
model on the basis of two processes following the excitation
of I2 to the E0g

+ state:

I2�B� + h	 → I2�E� , kex, �1�
I2�E� → I2�A,B,B�,D,etc.� + h	 , kr

E, �2�
I2�E� + I2�X� → products, kq

E. �3�

The rate equations describing these processes indicate that
the fluorescence decay curve of the E0g

+ state can be obtained
by convoluting a time profile of the probe laser with a single
exponential decay.

F�t� = C�t

P�t��exp��t� − t�/��dt�, �4�

where F�t� is the observed fluorescence decay profile and
P�t�� is the time profile of the probe laser pulse. The value of
� is the fluorescence lifetime defined by

1/� = kr
E + kq

E�I2� , �5�

and C is a pre-exponential factor used to adjust the intensity.
We adjusted � and C so as to minimize the standard deviation

between the signal and simulation and obtained �
=20.9�0.1 ns at 0.174 Torr. Figure 4 shows the variation of
fluorescence lifetimes as function of the I2 concentrations.
The resulting value for kq

E averaged over all pressure is
�8.8�0.8��10−10 cm3 molecules−1 s−1. The fluorescence
lifetime of the E0g

+ state extrapolated at zero pressure �E
0 is

23.9�0.1 ns.
On the other hand, waveform �c� observed for the D0u

+

state can be fitted by convoluting the time profile of the E-B
emission �waveform �b��, with a single exponential decay
using Eq. �4�. It is interpreted by adding reactions �6�–�8� to
the kinetic model expressed in reactions �1�–�3�, assuming
that the D0u

+ state was populated by collision-induced energy
transfer from the E0g

+ state in collision with I2�X�.

I2�E� + I2�X� → I2�D� , kE−D, �6�
I2�D� → I2�X,etc.� + h	 , kr

D, �7�
I2�D� + I2�X� → products, kq

D. �8�

The decay curve could be fitted with the value
�D�=�kr

D+kq
D�I2��−1�=10.0�0.2 ns. The D0u

+ state lifetime
thus obtained is consistent with the collision-free fluores-
cence lifetime reported for the D0u

+ state ��D
0 =13.3 ns� if we

take into account the fast self-quenching rate constant for the
D0u

+ state ��10−9 cm3 molecules−1 s−1�. These results obvi-
ously support the conclusion of Fecko et al.17 that spectrum
�a� in Fig. 1 arises from the D0u

+ state populated by collision-
induced energy transfer from the E0g

+ v=0 state. The colli-
sion energy transfer rate giving the D0u

+ state, kE-D, cannot be
derived by analyzing the time profiles of emissions, so we
determined it from the plots of the emission intensity ratios
from the E0g

+ and D0u
+ states against the I2 concentrations.

ID−X/IE−B = kE−D�I2�/kr
E. �9�

Our experiment gives kE-D= �4.8�0.6��10−11

cm3 molecule−1 s−1, which is consistent with the result of
Fecko et al.17 It should be pointed out that the E0g

+→D0u
+

collision energy transfer rate is approximately a factor of 20

FIG. 3. The time profiles of emission intensities observed in the
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� and D0u

+-X 1�g
+ system, showing the D0u

+ state populated by
ASE from the E0g

+ state. Waveform �a� is the profile of the probe laser pulse.
Waveform �b� was detected at 424.6 nm using the �0–19� band of the
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� system with a spectral slit width of 0.15 nm. Waveform �c�

was detected at 318.5 nm using the �0–55� band of the D0u
+-X 1�g

+ system
with a spectral slit width of 0.15 nm. In recording waveforms �b� and �c�,
the pump and probe laser beams were coaxially aligned. The I2 sample
pressure was 0.173 Torr.

FIG. 4. Stern–Volmer plot for the fluorescence lifetimes of the E0g
+ v=0

state against the I2 concentrations.
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smaller than the self-quenching rate constant of the E0g
+

state.
In contrast, the time profiles of fluorescence intensities

in Fig. 3 were recorded by using the coaxially aligned pump
and probe laser beams. They have completely different fea-
tures from those shown in Fig. 2. These waveforms are
anomalous at several points, indicating that the D0u

+ state is
not populated by collision-induced energy transfer from the
E0g

+ state but by the E0g
+-D0u

+ transition by ASE.

�1� Waveform �b� observed in E0g
+-B 3��0u

+� emission in-
dicates a drastic change in the dynamics in the E0g

+

state. The usual exponential decay of fluorescence sig-
nals starts after the probe laser pulse. The fluorescence
lifetime estimated from the decay is ��21 ns, which is
consistent with the result from Fig. 2. A small delay can
be noticed at the initial rise of the fluorescence signals,
which vanishes when the laser intensity is increased.
The time profile of the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� emission follows

the profile of the probe laser until the middle of the
falling edge.

�2� Waveform �c� observed in the D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission
shows an obvious delay of �6 ns in the onset of the
emission after irradiation by the probe laser pulse. This
emission builds up within a few nanoseconds, which is
much shorter than the pulse width of the probe laser.
The exponential decay starts at the end of falling edge
of the probe laser pulse. The estimated lifetime of fluo-
rescence decay is about 11 ns, which agrees with the
fluorescence lifetime of the D0u

+ state derived in Fig. 2.
However, it is important to note that the apparent decay
of the D0u

+ state is much faster than that of the E0g
+ state

in this time region. Even though the D0u
+ state is obvi-

ously populated through the E0g
+ state, the E0g

+→D0u
+

conversion is completely removed after the probe laser
pulse.

�3� The onsets of the D0u
+-X 1�g

+ fluorescence signals were
found to be unstable against the probe laser pulses,
when we examined the signal waveforms on the oscil-
loscope for every shot. They fluctuated with a time
width of a few nanosecond. Furthermore, the shot-to-
shot variation of the emission intensity was about a
factor of 4, which was several times larger than that of
the E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� emission observed under the same

conditions. This tendency became more apparent when
we reduced the probe laser intensity. The D0u

+-X 1�g
+

emission occurred every several shots, indicating the
existence of a threshold in generating the emission.

Furthermore, we observed the ASE signals in the
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� transition which was reported by Alekseev

et al.18 The time profile of the ASE signals had a sharp spike,
whose width �3.1 ns� is much shorter than the duration of the
probe laser �6.6 ns� when averaged over 512 shots. The onset
of the signals had a shot-to-shot time variation. The width is
at least a factor of 2 narrower, which was not apparent from
previous experiment.

ASE occurs only between states with an inverted popu-
lation above a certain threshold determined by factors such
as the natural lifetime, the concentration of the excited state,

and the length of the media. The inversion population density
threshold for ASE is inversely proportional to the square of
the stimulated emission wavelength. This suggests that the
ASE pulse in the infrared region also occurs in the E0g

+-D0u
+

transition which shares the upper state in common with the
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� transition in the ultraviolet. The backward

E0g
+-D0u

+ emission exhibited a sharp rise in the fluorescence
signals. The generation rate of the D0u

+ state was then de-
rived from its first derivatives, whose temporal behavior was
similar to that of the ASE pulse observed in the
E0g

+-B 3��0u
+� transition. These results imply that the ASE

radiative relaxation in the E0g
+-D0u

+ transition populates the
D0u

+ state and provides the following D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission
with a single exponential decay. On the other hand, the ASE
relaxation depopulated the E0g

+ state, and the E0g
+-B 3��0u

+�
emission exhibited a single exponential decay after the ASE
pulses. This model is consistent with the results shown in
Fig. 3.

C. D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission induced by ASE
from the E0g

+ state

Figure 5 shows other examples of the spectra observed
from the D0u

+ state that were populated though the ASE pro-

FIG. 5. The D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission spectra observed at the excitation to the
E0g

+ state in the range of v=1–4. The spectral slit width of the monochro-
mator was 0.15 nm. The spectra were recorded by coaxially aligning the
pump and probe laser beams. The I2 sample pressure was 0.173 Torr.
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cess following the excitation of I2 to the E0g
+ v=1–4 states.

The D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission is easily saturated by coaxially col-
limating the two laser beams. In the measurements, the en-
ergy flux of the probe laser was large enough to cause satu-
ration. Typically, the outputs of the pump and probe lasers
were 1 mJ/pulse. We employed several excitation schemes
using different intermediate states to gain access to the E0g

+

J=55 state in each vibrational level, and the spectral features
were unaffected by the excitation schemes. The spectral res-
olution of 0.15 nm was insufficient to resolve the rotational
structure. However, the vibrational structures were suffi-
ciently well resolved to show the characteristic vibrational
distributions in the D0u

+ state in accord with the initially pre-
pared E0g

+ state. Most of the spectra showed emission nearly
from a single vibrational level of the D0u

+ state, which can be
anticipated from the nodal pattern of the intensity in the en-
velopes of the vibrational progressions. For example, spec-

trum �a� contains the dominant emission from a v=0 level
with a single intensity maximum, spectrum �b� from v=1
with double maxima, and so on. Out of these, spectrum �c� is
unique, in that it exhibits emissions from two vibrational
states with comparable intensities.

In the quantitative analysis of the vibrational distribu-
tions in the D0u

+ state, we calculated the Franck–Condon fac-
tors between the D0u

+ and X 1�g
+ states and simulated the

spectra from the D0u
+ state in the range vD=0–20 with a

spectral resolution corresponding to that of the
experiments.20 They were composed so as to reproduce the
spectra. The Franck–Condon factors were relatively insensi-
tive to the breath of the rotational distribution ��J= �1 in
the E0g

+-D0u
+ transition�. In the calculations, we assumed that

the rotational angular momentum of the initial E0g
+ state was

conserved in the D0u
+ state. Tables I and II summarize the

results thus obtained for the vibrational distributions of the

TABLE I. Franck–Condon factors and relative populations of the D0u
+ v� states observed from the E0g

+ v� state prepared in the range of vE=0–4.

D0u
+

Initial E0g
+ state

vE=0 1 2 3 4

FCFa Pv
b FCF Pv FCF Pv FCF Pv FCF Pv

vD=0 665 1.00 245 1.00 67.4 ¯ 16.7 ¯ 4.0 ¯

1 292 0.03 232 ¯ 277 1.00 132 ¯ 46.7 ¯

2 40.7 0.03 409 0.20 44.8 ¯ 214 1.00 165 ¯

3 1.9 ¯

c 105 ¯ 413 0.10 0.0 ¯ 127 ¯

4 0.0 ¯ 7.6 ¯ 179 ¯ 352 0.90 25.1 ¯

5 0.1 ¯ 18.5 ¯ 250 ¯ 261 1.00
6 0.4 ¯ 35.6 ¯ 309 0.05
7 1.0 ¯ 59.4 ¯

8 2.2 ¯

aFCF�103.
bRelative population of the vibrational levels of the D0u

+ state.
cNot observed.

TABLE II. Franck–Condon factors and relative populations of the D0u
+ v� states observed from the E0g

+ v� state prepared in the range of vE=5–9.

D0u
+

Initial E0g
+ state

vE=5 6 7 8 9

FCFa Pv
b FCF Pv FCF Pv FCF Pv FCF Pv

vD=0 0.9 ¯

c 0.2 ¯ 0.0 ¯ 0.0 ¯ 0.0 ¯

1 14.4 ¯ 4.1 ¯ 1.1 ¯ 0.3 ¯ 0.0 ¯

2 79.7 ¯ 31.1 ¯ 10.7 ¯ 3.5 ¯ 1.1 ¯

3 163 ¯ 106 ¯ 51.0 ¯ 20.9 ¯ 7.8 ¯

4 55.6 ¯ 136 ¯ 118 ¯ 70.1 ¯ 33.8 ¯

5 72.6 ¯ 13.1 ¯ 96.1 ¯ 116 ¯ 84.6 ¯

6 170 ¯ 115 ¯ 0.0 ¯ 55.9 ¯ 101 ¯

7 350 1.00 92.8 ¯ 139 ¯ 9.1 ¯ 24.2 ¯

8 89.4 0.05 370 1.00 38.1 ¯ 142 ¯ 30.3 ¯

9 4.3 ¯ 125 0.04 368 1.00 8.0 ¯ 127 ¯

10 7.7 ¯ 164 0.06 348 1.00 0.0 ¯

11 12.8 ¯ 206 0.02 312 1.00
12 20.1 ¯ 247 0.02
13 30.0 ¯

aFCF�103.
bRelative populations of the vibrational levels of the D0u

+ state.
cNot observed.
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D0u
+ state populated by ASE in the excitation of the E0g

+ state
in the range of 0�vE�9. The Franck–Condon factors be-
tween the vibrational levels of the E0g

+ and D0u
+ states are

also listed for comparison. At vibrational levels higher than
these states �vE9�, the vibrational distributions of the D0u

+

state were strongly dependent on the laser power. The
collision-induced energy transfer reaction might compete
with ASE radiative relaxation with an increase in the energy
transfer rate; these results are not shown.

The D0u
+ state is populated from the E0g

+ state following
the amplification of photons given by spontaneous emission
in the E0g

+-D0u
+ system. The gain coefficient G for ASE is

given by

G = exp��NvE − NvD��ez� , �10�

where �NvE−NvD� is the inversion population between the
vEth vibrational level of the upper E0g

+ state and the vDth

vibrational level of the lower D0u
+ state,21 �e is the stimulated

emission cross section, and z is the length of the cell. The
cross section for stimulated emission is given for the rota-
tional lines in the �vE ,vD� band of the E0g

+-D0u
+ system,

�e�	� = �8�3/3ch�		Re	2qvE,vD�SJ�,J�/2J� + 1�L�	� , �11�

where 	 is the transition frequency, 	Re	2 is the transition
moment, qvE,vD is the Franck–Condon factor, L�v� is the line
shape function, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of
light. The term �SJ�,J� /2J�+1� is �0.5 at high J levels.

If we neglect the natural width, the line shape is approxi-
mated by the Gaussian function, whose value at the line cen-
ter is inversely proportional to the transition frequency 	.
The gain coefficient at the line center is then only dependent
on the Franck–Condon factor for a given �vE ,vD� transition,
suggesting that the D0u

+ v� state populated by ASE has the
largest Franck–Condon factor with the E0g

+, v� state initially
prepared. As the calculated Franck–Condon factors for the
E0g

+-D0u
+ transition are shown, our observations are consis-

tent with this prediction in the excitation to the E0g
+ state at

the vE=0 level, as shown in Table I, and at the 5�vE�9
levels, as shown in Table II. However, it fails to account for
the results at the excitation to the E0g

+ state in the range of
1�vE�4 given in Table I. The spectra show the emission
originating from the vibrational state with the second-largest
Franck–Condon factor.

These phenomena might be produced by two related rea-
sons. First, the ion-pair states have transitions that terminate
on the valence states in the ultraviolet region, some of which
have extremely large transition moments. These transitions
make their natural lifetimes relatively short. Furthermore, the
lifetimes of the excited states are shortened by collisions
with I2�X�, as demonstrated by the E0g

+ v=0 state in this
experiment. The fluorescence lifetimes of the E0g

+ and D0u
+

states under the experimental conditions are 20.9 and
10.0 ns, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2, which denote a
homogenous linewidth of 7.84�10−4 cm−1 for the E0g

+-D0u
+

transition in terms of the uncertainty principle. On the other
hand, the Doppler widths at room temperature are several
tenths of the homogeneous linewidth in the energy region
where the vibrational bands of the E0g

+-D0u
+ transition are

expected. Under these conditions, the cross sections for
stimulated emission at the line center are no longer indepen-
dent of the transition frequencies.

For example, in the excitation of the E0g
+ vE=1 state, we

observed strong emission bands from the D0u
+ vD=0 state,

together with much weaker bands from the vD=2 state. The
radiative relaxation by ASE dominantly occurs at 487 cm−1

in the vE=1→vD=0 transition, whose Franck–Condon fac-
tor is 0.245. However, the initially prepared vE=1 state has
the largest Franck–Condon factor of 0.409 with the vD=2
state, whose transition occurs at 298 cm−1. The Doppler
width is 3.78�10−4 cm−1 in the transition at 487 cm−1 and
2.31�10−4 cm−1 at 298 cm−1. Assuming a homogeneous
linewidth of 7.84�10−4 cm−1, the ratio of cross sections for
stimulated emission from vE=1 is derived to be 0.91 for the
vD=0 /vD=2 pair of levels, which is obviously larger than
the corresponding ratio of 0.60 calculated from the Franck–
Condon factors. The ratio of cross sections for the vD

=1 /vD=3 pair of levels in the transitions from vE=2 is 1.00,
vD=2 /vD=4 from vE=3 is 0.91, and vD=5 /vD=6 from vE

=4 is 1.16. On the other hand, the ratio of Franck–Condon
factors is 0.67 for the vD=1 /vD=3 pair of levels, 0.61 for
vD=2 /vD=4, and 0.84 for vD=5 /vD=6.

These estimations of the ASE transition probabilities in-
clude the effect of homogeneous broadening by inelastic col-
lisions, so-called quenching collisions, which are apparent in
our experiment. In addition, elastic collisions are known to
cause the spectral line shift arising from the interaction be-
tween the collision pair, which provides another mechanism
for spectral broadening. Since a strong interaction between
I2�E0g

+� and I2�X� was demonstrated,16 this effect might
cause the ASE transition probability in the higher frequency
band to be much closer to that in the lower one, or even
larger in some cases, in spite of its small Franck–Condon
factor.

Second, the photon flux initially seeded for stimulated
emission is derived from the usual formula for the band in-
tensities in emission,

�v�,v� = �64/3c3h��4Nv	3	Re	2qv�,v�. �12�

With an increase in the transition frequency, we can expect
an increase in the number of photons seeded for ASE. These
effects promote ASE relaxation in the vibrational band at
higher frequencies, and cause the D0u

+ populations to deviate
from the relevant Franck–Condon factor.

D. Comparison with other studies

The most striking feature of this experiment is that it
demonstrates that electronic relaxation occurs in the
E0g

+-D0u
+ transition by ASE, and that this occurs without col-

lisions. It produces the anomalous intense emission of the
D0u

+-X 1�g
+ system observed by Fecko et al.17 They reported

that the D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission signal increased 75-fold with a
fourfold increase in the pressure from 40 to 160 mTorr at the
excitation of vE=0, even though the process was unsettled.
On the other hand, Inard et al.13 reported the fluorescence
spectrum from the D0u

+ state when the E0g
+ v=1 state was

initially prepared. They used two dye lasers with continuous
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operation, but unlike other studies, they did not use pulsed
lasers. The vibrational levels of the D0u

+ state were then
populated in the ratios of N4 /N3 /N2=0.33:1.00:0.11, where
Ni is the population ratio of the i-th vibrational level of the
D0u

+ state. These population ratios do not agree with those
shown in spectrum �a� of Fig. 5, which we observed at the
excitation to the vE=1 state. The vD=0 level is favored to be
populated from vE=1. It should be noted that our result on
the D0u

+-X 1�g
+ emission spectrum arising from the collision-

induced relaxation indicates the population ratios
N5 /N4 /N3 /N2 /N1=0.4:0.2:1.0:0.1:0.1 in the D0u

+ state at
the vE=1 excitation, which appear to be consistent with the
observations of Inard et al.13 They used cw laser excitation to
prepare the E0g

+ v=1 state, whose population did not exceed
the threshold for ASE.

In the excitation of the E0g
+ state at higher vibrational

levels, two groups reported different vibrational distributions
of the D0u

+ state resulting from the collision-induced energy
transfer. The largest discrepancy was found in their data on
the relative population of the D0u

+ state formed after optical
excitation of vE=8 level. The population ratio was reported
to be N12 /N11 /N10=0.08:0.15:1.00 by Ubachs et al.11 and
N12 /N11 /N10=0.24:0.24:1.00 by Teule et al.12 On the other
hand, Bibinov et al.15 reported the vibrational distribution
from the E0g

+ v=8 and J=55 state, with N12 /N11 /N10

=0.28:1.00:0.26, showing a marked difference in the most
populated vibrational state.

As our result shown in spectrum �a� of Fig. 6 shows, the
ASE process from the E0g

+ v=8 state results in the D0u
+ v

=10 state being predominantly populated with the population
ratios N12 /N11 /N10=0.00:0.02:1.00. This distribution is
similar to the previous results reported by Ubachs et al.11 and
by Teule et al.12 On the other hand, collision-induced energy
transfer gives spectrum �b�, indicating the population ratios
N12 /N11 /N10 /N9 /N8=0.61:1.00:0.42:0.01:0.01, which is
close to the results of Bibinov et al.15 It is likely that the ASE
process contributes to populating the D0u

+ state in addition to
the collision-induced energy transfer observed in the experi-
ments of Ubachs et al.11 A coaxial alignment of laser beams

was used in the experiments of Ubachs et al.11 and Teule et
al.,12 as described in their papers. In our experiments, ASE
easily occurred for the E0g

+-D0u
+ transition even at an I2 pres-

sure of less than 100 mTorr, when two pulse laser beams
with �1 mJ outputs were coaxially introduced into a 10 cm
cell.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the D0u
+-X 1�g

+

emission spectra observed in our experiment differ from
those reported in the excitation of vE=1 and 2 by Alekseev et
al.18 Their spectra showed that the D0u

+ state was predomi-
nantly populated at vD=2 and 3 in the excitation of vE=1
and 2, respectively, and that the Franck–Condon factors be-
tween the E0g

+ and D0u
+ states dominated the E0g

+→D0u
+

population transfer by ASE.
Alekseev et al.18 performed double-resonance excitation

of I2 using a different experimental configurations from ours.
They used counterpropagating pump and probe laser beams
that were temporally overlapped. They also used different
cell length and pulse duration of the excitation lasers. In
connecting these factors, they succeeded to select conditions
that are suitable for promoting the ASE radiative relaxation
through the vibrational band having the largest Franck–
Condon factor.

In our experimental arrangements, the tests were carried
out to reproduce the emission spectra reported by Alekseev
et al.18 We introduced the pump and probe lasers coaxially
into the 10 cm long cell from the same direction. The win-
dows were adjusted so that the reflected light propagated
along the optical path of the incident beams. We usually
observed the emission spectra through the side window in
the center of cell. The emission intensity showed a strong
dependence on the excitation laser beam. In particular, the
intensity observed in the vicinity of the front widow was
about an order of magnitude stronger than that at the rear
window.

Under the conditions, from the E0g
+ v=1 level, spectrum

�a� in Fig. 1 reported by Alekseev et al.18 was recorded in the
vicinity of the rear window by reducing the beam diameter
of the probe laser to 1 mm by using an aperture. In this case,
the emission intensity and profile were quite sensitive to the
angle of the sample cell relative to the incident beams and
also to the beam diameter of the probe laser beam. By vary-
ing the cell angle by several degrees, we lost the strong emis-
sion originating from the D0u

+ v=2 state which has the larg-
est Franck–Condon overlap with the laser excited level of the
E0g

+ v=1 state. Furthermore, by returning the diameter of the
probe laser beam to 3 mm, we observed an increase in emis-
sion intensities of more than an order of magnitude, and the
spectral features were drastically changed to show the emis-
sion from the D0u

+ v=0 state, as shown in spectrum �a� of
Fig. 5. These findings indicate that these two infrared transi-
tions compete in the E0g

+→D0u
+ radiative relaxation by ASE,

and their occurrences strongly depend on the experimental
configuration.

The E0g
+ v=1→D0u

+ v=2 transition is favored to occur
under the condition that the photon flux can travel back and
forth along the amplifying media. The backreflected light
from the windows is then important to increase the total
amplification, and the population of the vD=2 state prevails

FIG. 6. The D0u
+-X 1�g

+ emission spectra observed at the excitation to the
E0g

+ v=8 state following �a� the E→D radiative relaxation by ASE and �b�
the E→D energy transfer by collisions. The spectral slit width of the mono-
chromator was 0.15 nm. The I2 sample pressure was 0.173 Torr.
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over that of the vD=0 state in terms of the advantage of the
large cross section at the center line. On the other hand,
enlarging the probe laser beam diameter increases the num-
ber of photons seeded for ASE and the gain active volume,
which increases the emission intensity. However, the fraction
of ASE output escaping from the gain volume may increase
after reflection at the windows. This reduces the average gain
coefficient, and the radiative relaxation to the vD=0 state can
be promoted due to the increase in the number of photons
seeded for ASE.
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